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Unlike spiral galaxies such as the Milky Way, the majority of the
stars in massive elliptical galaxies were formed in a short period
early in the history of the Universe. The duration of this forma-
tion period can be measured using the ratio of magnesium to iron
abundance ([Mg/Fe])1–4, which reflects the relative enrichment by
core-collapse and type Ia supernovae. For local galaxies, [Mg/Fe]
probes the combined formation history of all stars currently in the
galaxy, including younger and metal-poor stars that were added
during late-time mergers5 . Therefore, to directly constrain the ini-
tial star-formation period, we must study galaxies at earlier epochs.
The most distant galaxy for which [Mg/Fe] had previously been
measured6 is at a redshift of z ≈ 1.4, with [Mg/Fe] = 0.45+0.05−0.19 . A
slightly earlier epoch (z ≈ 1.6) was probed by stacking the spec-
tra of 24 massive quiescent galaxies, yielding an average [Mg/Fe]
of 0.31 ± 0.127. However, the relatively low signal-to-noise ra-
tio of the data and the use of index analysis techniques for both
studies resulted in measurement errors that are too large to al-
low us to form strong conclusions. Deeper spectra at even earlier
epochs in combination with analysis techniques based on full spec-
tral fitting are required to precisely measure the abundance pat-
tern shortly after the major star-forming phase (z > 2). Here we
report a measurement of [Mg/Fe] for a massive quiescent galaxy at
a redshift of z = 2.1, when the Universe was 3 billion years old.
With [Mg/Fe] = 0.59 ± 0.11, this galaxy is the most Mg-enhanced
massive galaxy found so far, having twice the Mg enhancement of
similar-mass galaxies today. The abundance pattern of the galaxy
is consistent with enrichment exclusively by core-collapse super-
novae and with a star-formation timescale of 0.1 to 0.5 billion years
– characteristics that are similar to population II stars in the Milky
Way. With an average past star-formation rate of 600 to 3,000 so-
lar masses per year, this galaxy was among the most vigorous star-
forming galaxies in the Universe.
We observed the galaxy COSMOS-11494 with the near-infrared
multi-object spectrograph MOSFIRE on the Keck I Telescope8. It
was also observed by two other programmes9,10, and so we incorpo-
rated these publicly available archival data. COSMOS-11494 was se-
lected from the 3D-HST survey11,12. With a stellar mass M given by
log10 M/M⊙ = 11.5±0.1, COSMOS-11494 is among the most mas-
sive galaxies at its redshift, and it has a very low star-formation rate of
less than 0.6M⊙/ yr (see Methods). Similarly to the typical massive,
quiescent galaxy at this redshift, it is smaller than its local counterparts
of the same mass, with an effective radius of 2.1 kpc13. The MOS-
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Figure 1: Photometry, image and MOSFIRE spectrum of
COSMOS-11494. a, Multi-wavelength spectral energy distribution
(black circles) and best-fitting stellar population model to only the pho-
tometry (grey line). b, HST colour (V, J, and H) image. c-e, MOS-
FIRE spectrum in three wavelength intervals (J, H, and K; black), cor-
responding to the coloured areas in a. The gray shaded regions repre-
sent the 1σ uncertainty on the flux. The best-fitting stellar population
model used to derive the age and abundance pattern is shown in red.
FIRE rest-frame optical spectrum, the multi-wavelength spectral en-
ergy distribution11 and Hubble Space Telescope (HST) colour image11
of COSMOS-11494 are shown in Figure 1.
Here we measure the stellar abundance pattern of COSMOS-11494
from the MOSFIRE rest-frame optical spectrum with our absorption
line fitter (alf) code14 (see Methods). For our default model we adopt
a two-component stellar population, for which the age of both compo-
nents and the slope of the stellar initial mass function (IMF) are free
parameters. To enable comparison with previous work15, we also fit
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Figure 2: Age and abundance patterns of COSMOS-11494 in comparison to lower-redshift quiescent galaxies. a, Stellar population age, b,
[Fe/H], c, [Mg/Fe], and d, [Ca/Fe] versus stellar mass. e, [Mg/Fe] versus [Fe/H]. The black dashed line represents a chemical evolution model for
different star-formation timescales in Gyr. In all panels, the black and grey filled squares represent COSMOS-11494 for the two-component and
single-age model, respectively, the coloured symbols represent low-redshift galaxies15 binned by mass and redshift, and the small black pluses
are nearby galaxies17. Error bars are 1σ. The red arrows represent the simple evolutionary model (see main text).
the spectrum with a single-age model and a Kroupa16 IMF.
For the default model we find [Fe/H] = −0.25±0.11, [Mg/Fe] =
0.59 ± 0.11, [Ca/Fe] = 0.59 ± 0.07 and an age of 2.71 ± 0.22 Gyr.
The best-fitting mass-to-light ratio (M/L) is consistent with the M/L
assuming a Kroupa IMF ((M/L)/(M/LKroupa) = 0.97 ± 0.55), al-
though the error is large because of the insufficient S/N of the spec-
trum and the lack of rest-frame near-infrared coverage. We also fit this
model with λrestframe < 4000 A˚ excluded, and find similar values.
For the single-age model we find similar abundance ratios as for the
two-component model, but the modelled age is 1 Gyr younger. This
difference is expected, because younger stellar populations have lower
M/L and so have larger weights in the fit.
In Figure 2 we compare the spectral modelling results of
COSMOS-11494 with those of galaxies at 0.05 < z < 0.715 and of
a sample of nearby massive galaxies17. All galaxies are fitted with
the alf code. Figure 2 illustrates that COSMOS-11494 is more Mg-
enhanced than similar-mass galaxies at lower redshift, with [Mg/Fe]
about 0.3 dex higher. [Ca/Fe] is also higher compared to the values for
lower-redshift massive galaxies.
To interpret the abundance pattern of COSMOS-11494, we show
a chemical evolution model in Figure 2e, which assumes a Salpeter
IMF18, a constant star-formation history over a given timescale, a core-
collapse19 and a type Ia supernova yield model20; we also adopt a
power-law delay-time distribution of the from t−1 for type Ia super-
novae that occured between 0.1 and 13 Gyr21. The star-formation
timescale decreases along the curve, with the highest value of [Mg/Fe]
corresponding to the shortest timescale of 0.1 Gyr. The relatively low
Fe abundance in combination with the high [Mg/Fe] favours a short
star-formation timescale of around 0.2 Gyr. Therefore, this model im-
plies that COSMOS-11494 has experienced very little enrichment by
type Ia supernovae.
However, the best-fitting timescale strongly depends on the as-
sumed delay time of prompt type Ia supernovae. This parameter is
poorly constrained in models and depends on the type Ia progenitor
model22; for the double degenerate scenario the lifetime can be as short
as about 0.1 Gyr, whereas for a single degenerate scenario it can be as
high as about 0.5 Gyr22. However, the delay times of prompt type Ia
supernovae inferred from observations are as short as 0.1 Gyr21, and
so 0.5 Gyr may be a conservative upper limit. The assumed IMF af-
fects the chemical evolution model as well, and a flatter IMF results in
a longer timescale. Finally, the adopted chemical evolution model de-
pends on the core-collapse supernova yields19, and other yield models
were unable to reproduce the observed high [Mg/Fe] in combination
with the observed [Fe/H]23,24. Nonetheless, individual stars with sim-
ilarly high [Mg/Fe] and [Fe/H] values as COSMOS-11494 have been
identified in the bulge of the Milky Way25, which supports the validity
of the adopted yield model19. Taking into account all uncertainties on
our chemical evolution model, we estimate a star-formation timescale
of ∼ 0.1 − 0.5Gyr.
Ca, which is also produced and returned to the interstellar medium
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Figure 3: Abundance pattern of COSMOS-11494 in comparison to
other high-redshifts galaxies. We show the Lick indices 〈Fe〉 and
Mg b for COSMOS-11494, a z ≈ 1.4 quiescent galaxy6 observed with
VLT/X-Shooter, and a stack of z ≈ 1.6 quiescent galaxy spectra7 ob-
served with Subaru/MOIRCS. Error bars are 1σ. We also show grids
based on SPS models28 for a range of range of values of [Z/H] and
[Mg/Fe]. The dark and light grey grids are for galaxy ages of 2 Gyr
and 4 Gyr, respectively.
through core-collapse supernovae, also shows a strong enhancement
with respect to Fe; the difference compared to low-redshift analogues
is even more extreme than for Mg. This differential evolution of Ca
and Mg with time is unexpected, because both elements are formed
in massive stars, but metallicity-dependent core-collapse-supernova
yields might explain the differences19.
When combining the star-formation timescale and the best-fitting
stellar mass, we find an average past star-formation rate of (600–
3,000)M⊙/yr. The single-age best-fitting SPS model sets a lower limit
on the formation redshift of z > 4. For the two-component model we
find an average formation redshift of z = 12+9−4. The inferred star-
formation rate and formation epoch are consistent with the properties
that were derived for the most active galaxy found so far, HFLS326.
This dusty sub-millimetre galaxy has a star-formation rate of 2,900
M⊙/yr and a redshift of z = 6.34, and so could be similar to the
star-forming progenitor of COSMOS-11494.
COSMOS-11494 seems to be more Mg-enhanced than z ≈ 1.5
galaxies in previous work. However, because different methods have
been used in these studies, systematic differences may occur, and
the derived values cannot be directly compared4 . For a more di-
rect comparison to previous studies, we use the Lick indices27 〈Fe〉
(=[Fe5270+Fe5335]/2) and Mg b. For the z = 1.4 galaxy, the spec-
trum was not deep enough to measure the two Fe lines needed to deter-
mine 〈Fe〉. Instead, we calibrated 〈Fe〉 for two other iron lines (Fe4388
and Fe5015) using a set of SPS models28, and derived 〈Fe〉 from these
(marginally detected) lines for the z = 1.4 galaxy. Figure 3 shows the
measurements in comparison to a grid of SPS models28 for a range of
metallicities ([Z/H]= −0.33, 0.0, 0.35) and [Mg/Fe] values (0.0, 0.3,
0.5).
For COSMOS-11494 the [Mg/Fe] ≈ 0.6 implied from the Lick
indices is consistent with the modelling results. This value illustrates
that COSMOS-11494 – which probes an earlier epoch than previous
work – is indeed more Mg-enhanced than the quiescent galaxies in the
other studies. Furthermore, our high S/N spectrum results in the most
robust abundance pattern measurement for a distant galaxy so far. Al-
though the two different approaches to derive the abundance pattern
give consistent results for COSMOS-11494, for distant galaxies, the
full spectral modelling approach is strongly preferred over the approach
involving Lick indices (Methods).
The high [Mg/Fe] of COSMOS-11494 compared to lower-redshift
quiescent galaxies of similar mass suggests that this galaxy, and possi-
bly other distant quiescent galaxies, do not passively evolve into quies-
cent early-type galaxies today. A similar conclusion was drawn from
the small sizes of distant quiescent galaxies compared to their local
analogs29, and in the past several years it has become apparent that dis-
tant quiescent galaxies grow in mass and size by accreting primarily
smaller galaxies5,30. This inside-out growth by late-time mergers with
less-massive galaxies predicts a decline in [Mg/Fe], because lower-
mass galaxies are less Mg-enhanced3,15
In Figure 2 we explore this scenario by showing the predicted path
of COSMOS-11494 for a simple evolutionary model. We assume that
the galaxy grows by red minor (1:10) mergers with smaller, less Mg-
enhanced quiescent galaxies with [Mg/Fe] = 0.18, [Fe/H] = −0.05,
and [Ca/Fe] = 0.0215, and that the mass nearly doubles between z =
2.1 and the present day5 following the mass evolution d(logM)/dz =
−0.15. Therefore, we assume no evolution in [Mg/Fe] and [Ca/Fe]
at lower masses. If the abundance ratios for these galaxies would be
higher at earlier times as well, then the predicted evolution would be
less strong. To estimate the evolution in galaxy age for the merger
model, we assume that the age is proportional to M0.3, as was found
for z < 0.7 galaxies15.
Figure 2 shows that the merger model can substantially decrease
[Mg/Fe] and [Ca/Fe], and increase [Fe/H]. However, there are several
caveats to our simple model comparison. First, the 0.07 < z < 0.7
measurements are derived by fitting a single-age model, and so are sen-
sitive to low levels of recent star formation. Second, we assume that
the accreted stars are well-mixed with the in-situ population. However,
simulations of galaxy formation show that the added material is mostly
deposited in the outskirts of the galaxy30, and so the net evolution due
to mergers – in the central parts targeted by the spectrographs – may
be less. Third, it is unlikely that the descendent of COSMOS-11494 is
a typical massive, quiescent galaxy today. The star formation in many
low-redshift quiescent galaxies is quenched at later times, resulting in
longer star-forming periods and, hence, lower [Mg/Fe]. Therefore, the
descendant of COSMOS-11494 presumably resides in the tail of the
low-redshift distributions. Finally, the model does not include possible
late-time star formation or mergers with star-forming galaxies, which
would also result in a decrease in [Mg/Fe] with time.
More spectra of quiescent galaxies at high redshifts are needed to
measure the evolution of the slope and the intercept of the age−M and
[Mg/Fe]−M relation. These measurements could eventually discrim-
inate between different evolutionary scenarios, and the amount of mix-
ing of stars after galaxy mergers15. In combination with more accurate
supernova progenitor and yield models, and therefore improved chem-
ical evolution models, these measurements will also provide unique
information on the star-formation histories of the most massive galax-
ies and their possible role in the reionization of the Universe at z > 6.
We expect that observations with NIRspec on the James Webb Space
Telescope will revolutionize this field within the next five years, with
future ultra-deep observations with MOSFIRE paving the way.
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METHODS
Best-fitting model to the photometry. To derive the stellar mass
of COSMOS-11494, we fit the broadband photometry with the flexi-
ble stellar population synthesis (SPS) models31,32. We assume a de-
layed exponential star formation history of the form SFR ∝ t e−t/τ
and the dust attenuation law from Kriek & Conroy33 . We adopt
the Chabrier stellar IMF34 to facilitate direct comparison with lower-
redshift studies15.
The error bar on the stellar mass is completely dominated by sys-
tematic uncertainties. We estimate this uncertainty by varying the
SPS model35,36, dust attenuation law 37,38, parameterization of the star-
formation history, and the scaling of the broadband spectral energy dis-
tribution. We do not vary the IMF, as it can be approximated by a
simple offset in the stellar mass. A Kroupa IMF16 would have resulted
in a similar stellar mass as for the Chabrier IMF, whereas a Salpeter
IMF18 would have resulted in a stellar mass a factor of 1.6 higher.
Spectral fitting. Parameters are estimated from the rest-frame op-
tical spectrum with the alf4,14,15 code. This code combines libraries
of isochrones and empirical stellar spectra with synthetic stellar spectra
covering a wide range of elemental abundance patterns. The code fits
for C, N, O, Na, Mg, Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, redshift, velocity
dispersion, and several emission lines. The stellar population age and
IMF are free parameters as well, and multiple stellar population com-
ponents are allowed. When fitting a two-component model, the age
represents the mass-weighted average age of the two separate compo-
nents. The ratio of the model and data are fitted by a high order polyno-
mial to avoid potential issues with the flux calibration of the data. The
fitting is done using a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm39.
Lick indices versus full spectral modelling. As mentioned
in the main text, for COSMOS-11494 the [Mg/Fe] ≈ 0.6 im-
plied from the Lick indices is consistent with the modelling results.
The metallicity measurements also agree between the two methods:
our best-fitting values for [Mg/Fe] and [Fe/H] imply [Z/H]= 0.25
(=[Fe/H]+0.94[Mg/Fe]28), which is consistent with the model shown
in Figure 3 for the best-fitting age of 2.5 Gyr. For the z ≈ 1.4 in-
dividual galaxy and the z ∼ 1.6 stack, the abundance patterns are
based on the Lick indices, and so by construction they should be closer
to the grid points. This is indeed the case for z ≈ 1.4 individual
galaxy6 with a [Mg/Fe] of 0.45+0.05−0.19 and a [Z/H] of 0.61+0.06−0.05 . For
the derived age of 4 Gyr the two Lick indices are consistent with the
model grid. However, the individual Fe lines yield very different and
inconsistent results when calculating 〈Fe〉. For the z ≈ 1.6 galaxy
stack7, the derived [Mg/Fe] = 0.31+0.12−0.12 , [Z/H] = 0.24+0.20−0.14 and
log(age/Gyr) = 0.04+0.10−0.08 are less consistent with the derived val-
ues based on all Lick indices, though the error bars are large.
Although the two different approaches to derive the abundance pat-
tern agree well for COSMOS-11494, the full spectral modelling ap-
proach is strongly preferred over the appraoch involving Lick indices.
The rest-frame optical spectrum of z > 1 galaxies has been shifted
to near-infrared wavelengths. The many skylines at these wavelengths
in combination with the relatively lower S/N of the spectra of distant
galaxies result in large error bars on the measurement of a single fea-
ture. Lick indices are integrated measurements and do not take into
account wavelength-dependent features within the bandpass. There-
fore, skylines will severely complicate their measurement because af-
fected wavelengths are not down-weighted. Furthermore, skylines re-
sult in non-Gaussian and correlated noise properties, and so error bars
on Lick indices are usually underestimated. Consequently, Lick indices
are much more prone to systematic errors. The discrepancies between
individual Lick indices and the derived stellar abundance pattern based
on all Lick indices for the two lower-redshift measurements further il-
lustrate this point. By modelling the full spectrum, we use many more
features and can better deal with the larger uncertainties in regions af-
fected by skylines.
Code availability. The data reduction package used to pro-
cess the raw MOSFIRE data will be made public in the com-
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